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VEGAN BEAUTY BRUSH AND POCKET SPA
Blog | 2 Comments

Recently at Smashbox Studios for a print shoot, I found myself in the the company of

another Conscious Cutie. Kelley Quan. Kelley is a make-up artist who is equally as

beautiful as she is talented. She has been in the make-up biz for twenty years and

has created her own line of quality Vegan Beauty Brushes that are Peta certified. All

while creating a gadget, I can’t live without, the Pocket Spa.

Lucky me, I had a chance to take

her brushes for a test drive. I was

surprised to see how the brushes

melted the make-up on my skin

like silk without leaving any

unwanted hairs behind on my

face. Most high-end brushes use

different furs from animals to

create an even finish on the skin. Since I am eco-chic I use synthetic brushes, but

normally they tend to shed and leave me picking hairs off my face all day. I hate

when that happens!! The best part about Kelley’s brushes is that they combine the

same feel as high-end animal fiber brushes without the mess. Amazing!!.
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So, what does that mean for you? These carefully refined synthetic combinations

enable each brush to deposit makeup in the same manner as regular manufactured

(real animal fur) brushes. The results are a luxurious application of make-up. Not to

mention, hypo-allergenic and cruelty-free. I love the fact that you can get the same

high-end look and feel while helping the environment and not harming animals. Go

Kelley Quan! These brushes have changed a part of my beauty regimen forever.

However, I saved the best for last.

Kelley’s Pocket Spa is a mystifying

Goddess. It runs on AAA batteries

and is no bigger than the size of

two lipsticks in my purse. It emits

a superfine mist of either water or

floral hydrants that feels soothing

and refreshing. Ultimately leaving

my skin dewy. Who wouldn’t want that?! Kelley created the Pocket Spa to use before

and/or after make-up application. It is a great addition to my make-up regimen and

my fresh look lasts all day.

CONSCIOUS CUTIE INSIDERS,
CHECK OUT KELLEY QUAN’S POCKET SPA AND VEGAN BEAUTY
BRUSHES.
KELLEY QUAN
GET 10% OFF AT CHECKOUT WITH COUPON CODE:
CONCUTIE10
BUT HURRY! COUPON EXPIRES 03/31/2013.

TO GET AN INSIDE LOOK INTO THE MIND BEHIND THE
BEAUTY. CHECK OUT HER FACEBOOK PAGE.
KELLEY QUAN FACEBOOK
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Pingback: Check out a new article about my line in Conscious Cutie : Kelley Quan New York
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